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ABSTRACT
With the population of Resident Space Objects (RSOs) in low earth orbit growing steadily year by year, there is an
increasing challenge to track and map this population. While dedicated space and ground-based RSO detectors have
done well, there has been an increasing amount of space-based detectors that assist in maintaining the RSO catalog.
With continual RSO knowledge improvements, it may be possible to one day use RSO observations as a means of
space-based navigation. This paper explores how this RSO information could one day be used in the attitude and
orbit determination of the satellite. By leveraging the measurement parallax of nearby RSOs on the star tracker
detector, the star tracker can be used to provide both orbit and attitude information to the navigation filter on-board
the spacecraft, providing a useful backup to a standard GPS receiver. This paper presents preliminary work on a
combined orbit / attitude Kalman filter that includes RSO observations from standard star trackers.
INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this research is to investigate new ways
to obtain more performance out of less equipment,
thereby reducing the overall cost and complexity of
satellite missions. Specifically, by extracting more
information from star trackers, satellite designers may
be able to one day improve the navigation (both attitude
and orbit) solution while simultaneously reducing the
cadre of sensors required to complete the mission.

Space exploration and the commercial use of space
provides a demonstrated wealth of opportunities for
academia and industry, ranging from basic physics
research [1-5] to geology [6-9], security [10-13],
agriculture
[14-19],
communications
[20-23],
astronomy [24-28], tourism [29-32] and even remote
mining [33,34]. However, while humans have been
exploiting space for more than half a century, many
space companies have been slow to adopt new
technologies, despite considerable advances by
prominent Canadian and international space researchers
[35-40]. Fear of the untested has resulted in a general
industrial reluctance to incorporate modern engineering
technologies such as robust, adaptive control, smart
structures, advanced multi-sensor data fusion,
composite manufacturing and other cost-saving
advancements that promise to revolutionize our access
to space by reducing the cost of engineering
development and shortening the time from mission
conception to mission execution. We require research
to unlock the potential in these new technologies to
make them relevant for future space missions.

The Problem of Space Debris
As space commerce continues to grow, so does the
density of space assets in “popular” orbits (low earth
orbit, polar orbits, sun synchronous orbits and
geostationary orbits) [36]. These assets mostly include
spent rocket bodies and satellites (many have been
inactive for years or decades). Similar to the meticulous
measurements astronomers take to map the location of
stars in the sky [37], space researchers and military
organizations measure and track orbital parameters of
most RSOs larger than 5 cm in diameter [38,39].

Spacecraft navigation and controls engineers are
accustomed to extracting data from multiple sources in
an effort to accurately determine a spacecraft’s attitude,
attitude rates and orbital parameters [35]. Star positions,
gyros, accelerometers, sun sensors, earth horizon
sensors, magnetometers and GPS receivers are all
common sensors used for spacecraft navigation and
control.
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Figure 1: High-Level Distribution of RSOs, (Credit:
NASA/JSC/Orbital Debris Program Office).
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Star Trackers for RSO Detection and Navigation

object. Let the global position of the object be (xi,yi)
and let (Dx,Dy) denote the relative position of the object
with respect to the observer.

As the population of space debris has grown, star
tracking algorithms have had to become increasingly
intelligent to reject “false” star images arising from
glinting space objects. These algorithms attempt to
identify non-star images and actively reject them prior
to forwarding the starfield image to the guide star
catalog correlator for identification.
Recent research by York University and Magellan
Aerospace [40] has made progress towards the opposite
problem – one of using star trackers as a tool for
detecting and cataloging RSOs. With the possibility
now of positively identifying RSOs with star trackers,
this research addresses the feasibility of using those
RSO observations as a means of navigating.
On a small scale, the concept of using other space assets
to assist in navigation is not new. As part of previous
research at MIT, Dr. Ferguson studied ways in which
a fleet of cooperative spacecraft could decentralize
their fleet state estimation (orbital determination)
using GPS and local transmitters that measured the
distance and velocity (using Doppler measurements)
between every pair of spacecraft in the fleet [41,42].

Figure 2: An Observer in a Circular Orbit Detecting
the Angle between its Internal Reference Frame and
an External Point i

Using star tracker measurements from nearby space
debris opens up a new avenue of navigation. Unlike a
star tracker that only detects stars assumed to be “at
infinity”, the position of an RSO with respect to the
sensor on the satellite changes as a function of the
orbital position. This orbital position as well as attitude
dependence means that, theoretically, the star tracker
could provide orbital knowledge in addition to the
traditional attitude knowledge typically assumed for
star trackers. This paper studies this geometry, in
combination with a combined position and attitude
Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) to assess the feasibility
of such an estimator.

From Figure 2 we note that:

(1)
Assuming that the position of the observed object is
known, then we can express the observed angle
measurement (z) as a function of the observed object’s
position and the observer’s position:

(2)

PROBLEM FORMULATION

It should be noted that this model includes several
simplifications: the model only considers movement in
two dimensions and rotation in one dimension, the
observer is in a circular orbit and the observed object is
fixed, and the observed object is continually
observable.

First, let us explore a simplified two-dimensional model
of the relationship between an observing satellite and an
RSO or other detectable object.
Consider an observer moving in a circular path (or
orbit) and a fixed object as shown in Figure 2. Our goal
in this work is to estimate the position, attitude and
rates of the observer using angular measurements
between the observer and various objects.

OBSERVABILITY ANALYSIS
With our intent to establish the feasibility of a
combined position and attitude estimator using a
combination of star and RSO observations, we would
like to investigate the observability of position and
attitude states resulting from a collection of
measurements.

The observer has a position of (xobs,,yobs) and an attitude
angle of j. The observer detects the relative angle θ
between its local frame of reference and the fixed
object. We assume that the observer has access to a
database of objects and that we know the position of the
Driedger
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Letting i denote a singular angle measurement from an
object (a star or an RSO), we can define a partial
observation matrix (one including only the x position
state and the attitude angle state) as:

(9)

(3)

By inspection, we can see that the above matrix will be
invertible for any non-zero aRSO (with a reasonable
magnitude).

(4)

While reasonably simple, this analysis lends credibility
to the claim that a combination of observations from
both near and far objects will lead to sufficient
observability in position and attitude simultaneously.
The following section presents a filter for estimating
position and attitude from star and RSO observations.

Where

NAVIGATION FILTER DESIGN

We recognize that:

The authors developed a filter based on the previously
described orbital model to determine if an observer’s
state can be accurately estimated using the previously
derived measurement equation (equation 2). We chose
to use an extended Kalman filter (EKF) per the methods
of [43] as an EKF is capable of linearizing our
nonlinear state estimate.

(5a)
(5b)
are the squared magnitudes of the positions of the
observer and the observed object respectively.
Substituting this relationship into the above yields:

First, the observer’s state vector x was defined, as seen
below, included both the observers position and
velocity in x and y as well as the observers attitude φ
and rotational velocity.

(6)
Rearranging the above (dividing the top and bottom by
the square of the position magnitude of the object):

(10)

(7)

However, as we have chosen to use Cartesian
coordinates to describe the observer’s dynamics, the
observer’s angular acceleration in x and y is a function
of its previous position:

For cases where the observed object is a star, we can
approximate this distance (|ri|2) as ¥. In this case, we
can immediately see that for measurements from stars,
the quantity a vanishes, but for RSOs, a is non-zero.
In our simplified example, if we consider one star
measurement and one RSO measurement, we then have
a two-row H matrix

(11a, 11b)

(8)

Neglecting process noise w, this results in the nonlinear
system of equations seen below:

It is well-understood in the field of estimation that the
invertibility of HTH describes the instantaneous
observability of our measurements to our state.
Looking closer at this, we have:
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All tests were performed using time steps of 0.05s for
an observer in a 400 km circular orbit. Except for Test
7, the observer’s orbital velocity is 7672 m/s.
Test 1: Infinitely Far Objects and Attitude Estimation
First, we verify the known result that star tracker
measurements of stars can support attitude-only
estimation. This test mimics the way that typical star
trackers are used and was performed using four equally
spaced objects 1,600 light years (effectively an infinite
distance) away from the observer. For this initial test,
the state model included only the attitude element and a
simplified measurement equation was used.

(12)
Where m is the observer’s mass, I is its inertia, T is the
torque imparted onto the observer, r is the observer’s
orbital radius, k is the current time step, and Δt is the
sample time.
As simplifications, mass m and particle inertia I were
assumed to be unity. An arbitrary torque of 0.01 Nm
and time steps of 0.05 s were used.

(a)

A process noise Q was included as a random normal
standard deviation of amplitude 0.0001 with a standard
deviation equal to the square root of the amplitude. This
was multiplied by matrix W where:

(b)
Figure 3: Observer Attitude and Angular Velocity
with Respect to Time.
(13)
After these observer dynamics were created, ‘true’
measurements were taken for each observed object and
timestep using the previously described measurement
equation (Equation 2). Sample measurements were
obtained by taking the random normal standard
deviation of these true measurements with a standard
deviation of 0.0001 radians. Note that the EKF
formulation requires a linearized measurement equation
using similar terms to Equation 3.
SIMULATION RESULTS
As described above, the purpose of this work is to
investigate the feasibility of combined position and
attitude determination using a combination of star and
orbital space object observations. To that end, this
section describes a set of simulations that demonstrate
the utility of such an estimator in several different
scenarios.
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(a)

(a)

(b)
Figure 5: True and Estimated Observer Attitude
and Angular Velocity over Time When Measuring
Position and Observing Four Infinitely Far Points.
Test 3: Position and Attitude Estimation with Both
Infinitely far and Near Objects
For the third test, we added three additional distantly
spaced objects at 30,000 km altitudes to represent
objects near geostationary orbit. With these additional
objects, the filter quickly converged on accurate attitude
and accurate position estimates, as seen in Figure 6 and
Figure 7, within approximately 0.36 orbits. This
confirms our hypothesis that RSO observations could
enable star trackers to estimate position as well as
attitude.

(b)
Figure 4: Observer Attitude (a) and Angular
Velocity (b) Convergence with Respect to Time.
As expected, the filter quickly converges on an accurate
attitude estimate.
Test 2: Infinitely Far Objects and Position Estimation
Next, we re-ran the same test-set as in Test 1 but using
the full state model (including position as well as
attitude status) and associated measurement equation.
This time while the filter was able to quickly converge
on an accurate attitude estimate, the filter was incapable
of determining the observer’s position or velocity, as
seen in Figure 5a. This is expected since star trackers
cannot provide position estimates from star
measurements alone (per our analysis above).

(a)

(b)
Figure 6: True and Estimated Observer Position (a)
and Attitude (b) over Time When Measuring Four
Infinitely Far Objects and Three Objects at 30,000
km.
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(a)

(a)

(b)
Figure 7: Attitude (a) and Position (b) Convergence
When Observing Four Infinitely Far Objects and
Three Objects at 30,000 Km.

(b)
Figure 9: Observer X Position (a) and Attitude (b)
Convergence When Observing Four Infinitely Far
Objects, Three Objects at 30,000 km, and Three
Objects at 8,000 km.

Test 4: Position and Attitude Estimation with
Infinitely far, Near, and Very Near Objects

Test 5: Position and Attitude Estimation with Only
Near and Very Near Objects

For the fourth test, measuring the effect of additional
closer objects, we inserted three distantly spaced
objects at 8,000 km altitudes. As shown in Figures 8
and 9, the position estimate converged within 0.24
orbits, confirming that more observations from near
objects help improve the filter’s performance.

Next, the infinitely far objects (stars) were removed to
test the filter’s ability to track position and attitude
using only near objects. The system was run using the
same three objects at 30,000 km and three at 8,000 km.
Figure 10 below shows the observer’s estimated and
true attitude and angular velocity as well as position in
x and y over time.

(a)

(b)
Figure 8: True and Estimated Observer Position (a)
and Attitude (b) over Time When Observing Four
Infinitely Far Objects, Three Objects at 30,000 Km,
and Three Objects at 8,000 Km.
Driedger
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DISCUSSION
As seen in Figures 3-11, the filter is capable of
consistently converging on an accurate estimate of the
observer’s attitude and position for a wide variety of
object quantities, distances, and locations. Increasing
the number of objects and/or decreasing their distance
to the observer improves the filter’s convergence.
(a)

As seen by the second test, as object distance
approaches infinity, the filter can provide an accurate
attitude estimate but is not able to converge on an
accurate positional estimate. This is to be expected by
observing the relationship between object and observer
positions in the measurement equation. As the target
object position approaches infinity, the difference
between the observer and object positions becomes a
constant equal to the arctangent of the object’s x and y
positions:

(b)
Figure 10: True and Estimated Observer Position
(a) and Attitude (b) Over Time When Observing
Three Objects at 30,000 km and Three Objects at
8,000 km.
Both attitude and positional estimates converged, with
attitude converging within 0.16 orbits and position
converging within 0.46 orbits, as seen below in Figure
11.

(14)
As a result of the above relation, the position of the
observer becomes unobservable for far away objects.
Fortunately, the second test demonstrated that objects
as far away as geostationary orbit provide enough
observability to render a viable position estimate.
The third test shows that the filter is capable of
converging with relatively few close objects and, by
observing the difference between the third and fourth
test, we can see that increasing the quantity of objects
reduces the convergence time and estimate error.

(a)

Similarly, by comparing tests three and five, we can see
that the filter is not only capable of functioning without
infinitely far reference objects but that the filter
converges faster when we replace the far objects with
the same number of near objects. This is also to be
expected as near objects provide the filter with
information on both the observer’s attitude and
position.
Finally, to explore the role dynamics play (through
constantly changing geometries) on the filter’s
convergence time, we ran a series of tests using near
and a combination of near and infinitely far objects
with varying orbital velocities. Three distantly spaced
objects at 30,000 km and three distantly spaced objects
at 8,000 km were used for the near-only case while four
infinitely far objects were added for the combined case.
These tests used the previous velocity of 7672 km/s as

(b)
Figure 11: Observer X Position (a) and Attitude (b)
Convergence When Observing Three Objects at
30,000 km and Three Objects at 8,000 km.
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well as 767.2 km/s, 76.72 km/s, 7.67 km/s, 0.76 km/s
and 0.076 km/s. Figure 12 summarizes the resulting
relationship between orbital velocity and convergence
time for each case.

We expect that having the observed objects move in
RSO-type orbits will increase the effectiveness of our
filter since causing the objects to move will increase the
variation in distances and velocities between the
observer and observed objects. As seen in the varying
orbital velocity test, higher relative measurement
variation increases the performance of the filter.
Conversely, introducing a star tracker-based
measurement model will reduce the effectiveness of the
filter as it will reduce the number of detected objects at
any given time. Introducing this feature will likely
require a higher number of objects to be inserted into
the model. However, given the quantity of RSOs
currently in orbit, it is likely possible that a sufficient
quantity of observations can be achieved.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented the preliminary work towards
developing an extended Kalman filter for determining a
satellite’s position and attitude using RSO observations.

Figure 12: Orbital Velocity vs X Position
Convergence Time

While the dynamics model has included several
simplifications, the simulations demonstrate that it is
possible to converge on an accurate estimation of an
observer’s state when provided with accurate data on
the state of observed objects. As shown, these estimates
converge within a fraction of the observer’s orbit with
relatively few (≤ 6) observed bodies.

As demonstrated by Figure 12, decreasing the
observer’s orbital velocity increases convergence time
significantly when near objects are visible, to a limit of
approximately 3.4x104 seconds, but has little effect on
convergence time when far objects are present in the
measurements. This confirms that the filter requires
measurement motion in order to differentiate between
attitude and position data in the measurements when no
far objects are in view. This is expected since the far
objects provide nearly pure angle information, which
the filter can use to disambiguate the position and
attitude data from the near object measurements. Note,
however, that even while using only near objects, the
filter still converges, albeit slowly due to the filter
requiring relative object / observer motion for
observability.

Based on these results, the authors have concluded that
position and attitude estimation is possible using RSO
observations and will continue this expand on this work
to provide more accurate dynamics and measurement
models.
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This filter achieves promising results, as demonstrated
by its ability to converge on accurate state estimates for
a wide variety of observation scenarios. However, there
are many areas in which our model can be improved:
converting the system to a full three-dimensional model
with quaternions, having both the observer and
observed objects move in elliptical orbits, model the
observed objects based off of RSO data, and include a
field of view mechanism for detecting observations
based on commercial star trackers.
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